The
underlying
physical
laws
necessary for the mathematical theory of
a large part of physics and the whole of
chemistry are thus completely known,
and the difficulty is only that the exact
application of these laws leads to
equations much too complicated to be
soluble.
P. A. M. Dirac, 1929.

Lecture 2: standard software
and visualization tools
A brief overview of simulation and
visualization software in current use

Dr Ilya Kuprov, University of Southampton, 2012
(for all lecture notes and video records see http://spindynamics.org)

Expert level packages: Gaussian
Notable Pro

Notable Contra

Excellent internal coordinate
module supporting very
sophisticated scans, constraints and
energy surface analysis.

Very expensive, carries severe
licensing restrictions.

Excellent solvation and reaction
field support.

Does not scale to more than 4
(CISD) to 32 (DFT) cores, even on
shared memory systems.

Very user-friendly, clear and
forgiving input syntax.

A real pain to install.

Gaussian is not the most
CPU-efficient package in existence, but it takes much less
time to set up a Gaussian job
than a job for any other
expert level package.
N.B.: CPU time is £0.06 an
hour, brain time is £25+ an
hour.

%Mem=16GB
%NProcShared=8
#p opt=tight rb3lyp/cc-pVDZ scf=(tight,dsymm)
integral=(grid=ultrafine)
Flavin anion geometry optimization
-1 1
C
C
C
C

http://www.gaussian.com/g_prod/g09_glance.htm

0.00000000
0.00000000
1.23106864
2.43468421

0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000

0.00000000
1.41658511
2.09037416
1.39394037

Expert level packages: GAMESS
Notable Pro

Notable Contra

Excellent configuration interaction module.

Three distinct code branches (UK, US, PC) with
incompatible syntax.

Excellent detailed documentation and very clear
input syntax.

Does not generally scale to more than 32 cores, even
on shared memory systems.

Free (not open-source in the GPL sense).

A real pain to install on large-scale systems.

GAMESS offers very fine control over each program option,
but requires detailed understanding of the algorithms and
hardware.
The particular strength of
GAMESS is in the “traditional”
(i.e. HF, MPn, CI, MCSCF, etc.)
quantum chemistry methods.

$CONTRL SCFTYP=RHF RUNTYP=OPTIMIZE COORD=UNIQUE
ICHARG=0 MULT=1 MAXIT=100 UNITS=ANGS $END
$SYSTEM MWORDS=50 TIMLIM=60000 $END
$BASIS GBASIS=N311 NGAUSS=6 NPFUNC=1 NDFUNC=1
DIFFS=.TRUE. DIFFSP=.TRUE. $END
$GUESS GUESS=HUCKEL PURIFY=.TRUE. $END
$STATPT NSTEP=150 HESS=READ DXMAX=0.05 $END
$SCF
CONV=1E-6 DIRSCF=.TRUE. FDIFF=.TRUE.
SHIFT=.TRUE. $END
$DFT
METHOD=GRID DFTTYP=B3LYP SWITCH=1E-4
NRAD=96 NTHE=36 NPHI=72 $END
$DATA
Geometry location run
Cn 2
C
C

6.0
6.0

0.0000000000
1.2134878362

http://www.msg.ameslab.gov/gamess/capabilities.html

0.0000000000
-0.0218104556

-0.8917392866
-0.2012005677

Expert level packages: ADF
Notable Pro

Notable Contra
Slater type basis sets.

Fails to converge with many systems containing
actinides and lanthanides.

Excellent treatment of heavy and transition metals.

Does not support non-DFT calculations.

Excellent relativistic DFT implementation.

Numerous, voluminous and poorly
documented input / output files.

TITLE Geometry optimization of cyclohexane
XC
LDA Apply VWN
GGA Apply BLYP
END
MAXMEMORYUSAGE 30
SCF
ITERATIONS 250
CONVERGE
1E-7 1E-7
MIXING
0.2
DIIS
N=10 OK=0.5 cyc=5 CX=5.0 BFAC=0
END
INTEGRATION 6.0 6.0
atoms
C -4.8948 1.9727 -0.2565
C -3.6335 1.2447 0.2567

http://www.scm.com/Products/Overview/ADFinfo.html

Expert level packages: MOPAC
Notable Pro

Notable Contra

Can handle huge systems
quantum mechanically.

Requires a third-party GUI .

Some versions are free and opensource.

Uncertain licensing status.

Includes the latest PM6 semiempirical method.

Only includes semi-empirical
methods.

singlet vectors local bonds mullik symmetry
formaldehyde MNDO optimization with symmetry
with local orbital analysis
C
O 1.200000 1
H 1.080000 1
120.000000 1
H 1.080000 0
120.000000 0 180.000000 0
0 0.000000 0
0.000000 0
0.000000 0
3, 1, 4,
3, 2, 4,

1
1
1
0

0
2
2
0

0
0
3
0

MOPAC is one of the oldest semi-empirical simulation packages in existence. Many
other codes (notably GAMESS) have an interface to MOPAC in their semi-empirical
methods modules.
http://openmopac.net/

Expert level packages: ORCA
Notable Pro

Notable Contra

The best package in existence
for spectroscopic properties.

No symmetry factorization.

Simple and forgiving
input syntax.

No analytical second derivatives.

Free (not open-source).

Closed-source package.

! UHF HF
%basis basis SV
newgto Cl “DUNNING-DZP” end
end
* xyz -2 2
Cu 0 0 0 newgto “TZVPP” end
Cl 2.25 0
0
Cl -2.25 0
0
Cl 0
2.25 0
Cl 0
-2.25 0
*

ORCA is the package of choice for NMR and
EPR properties, particularly the “difficult” ones,
such as ZFS, exchange interaction, etc.
http://www.thch.uni-bonn.de/tc/orca/

! MP2 RHF TZVP TightSCF
%mp2
MaxCore 100
end
%paras
rCO = 1.20
ACOH = 120
rCH = 1.08
end
* int 0 1
C(1) 0 0 0 0.00 0.0
O(2) 1 0 0 {rCO} 0.0
H(3) 1 2 0 {rCH} {ACOH}
H(3) 1 2 3 {rCH} {ACOH}
*

0.00
0.00
0.00
180.00

Other expert level packages
Package

Notes

Dalton

Very sophisticated configuration interaction and coupled cluster module.

Turbomole

Probably the fastest and the leanest package in existence.

NWChem

Extremely well parallelized (thousands of cores) – much recommended.

Espresso

DFT code focused on materials. Well parallelized.

Siesta

Expert-friendly DFT package.

Jaguar

Well adapted for transition metal systems.

ONETEP

Linear-scaling DFT code with an emphasis on large systems.

CASTEP

Plane wave DFT code focused on materials. Well parallelized.

+ around 20 more specialized packages, installed and configured (“module load”).
New packages can be added on a few days’ notice – please email ServiceLine with a
note for the Iridis team.
The Iridis cluster is focusing on the supercomputing part of the job cycle – most
simulation packages are available by default, but most visualization packages are
not (still, you are welcome to ask).
http://www.southampton.ac.uk/isolutions/computing/hpc/iridis/

User level packages: HyperChem
Notable Pro

Notable Contra

Very interactive and easy to use.

Manual structure editing is very
clunky and inconvenient.

Excellent detailed documentation.

Quite expensive.

Supports template-based generation of
biomolecules.

Some export filters are broken.

HyperChem is often used at the first
(more interactive and visual) step in
the setup of large macromolecular
simulations.
Most basic semi-empirical, post-HF,
DFT and molecular dynamics methods
are supported.
Versions for Mac and Linux have
recently appeared.

http://www.hyper.com/

User level packages: Chem3D
Notable Pro

Notable Contra

Very interactive and easy to use.

Some algorithms are buggy or broken.

Supports a vast number of molecule
specification formats.

Quite expensive.

Can output input files for Gaussian,
GAMESS, etc.

Clunky outdated user interface.

http://www.cambridgesoft.com/software/chembio3d/

User level packages: Materials Studio
Notable Pro

Notable Contra

Designed specifically for
materials research.

Inconvenient user interface.

Reads and visualizes log files for
a large number of packages.

Very expensive with very
restrictive licensing.

Can output input files and
manage jobs for Gaussian,
CASTEP, etc.

Licensing system is buggy.

http://accelrys.com/products/materials-studio/

User level packages: CAChe
Notable Pro

Notable Contra

Quite useful in teaching
environments.

Very clunky user interface.

Point-and-click interface with
the complexities hidden.

Development stopped.

A large collection of premade job scripts.

Only the most basic methods
included.

http://www.cache.fujitsu.com/cache/index.shtml

User level packages: ArgusLab
Notable Pro

Notable Contra

Freely licensed.

Very basic user interface.

Beautiful graphics and 3D
export options.

Development stopped in 2005.

Has an interface to Gaussian
and HyperChem.

Only the most basic methods
included.

http://www.arguslab.com/

Visualization software: GaussView
Notable Pro

Notable Contra

A truly outstanding GUI – very
powerful and convenient.

So good it’s addictive.

Can set up Gaussian jobs and
interpret Gaussian output.

Quite expensive.

Supports all major molecule
specification formats.

Can only export 2D images.

GaussView is a must-have
for most types of research
involving QC calculations.
http://www.gaussian.com/g_prod/gv5b.htm

Visualization software: Molden
Notable Pro

Notable Contra

Supports a large number of
simulation packages.

Difficult to run on Windows.

Licensed freely.

Structure editing is difficult.

Outputs 3D graphics.

Very old school user interface.

http://www.cmbi.ru.nl/molden/molden.html

Visualization software: Jmol
Notable Pro

Notable Contra

Free and open-source.

Runs under Java with all
of the consequent problems.

Outputs 3D graphics.

Very basic user interface.

Supports a large number of
simulation packages.

No structure editing capabilities.

http://jmol.sourceforge.net/

Visualization software: MOLMOL
Notable Pro

Notable Contra

Very flexible structure visualizer.

No longer developed.

Outputs 3D graphics.

Complicated scripting language.

Supports all major molecule
specification formats.

Very old school user interface.

http://www.mol.biol.ethz.ch/groups/wuthrich_group/software

Visualization software: VMD
Notable Pro

Notable Contra

Very flexible large-scale
structure visualizer.

Specifically targets large
biomolecules.

Outputs 3D graphics.

Lacks structure editing
capabilities.

Supports all major molecule
specification formats.

Very old school user interface.

http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd/

Visualization software: DeepView
Notable Pro

Notable Contra

Very flexible large-scale
structure visualizer.

Only properly supports
proteins.

Outputs 3D graphics files.

Poor structure editing
capabilities.

Supports all major molecule
specification formats.

Very old school user interface.

http://spdbv.vital-it.ch/

Visualization software: Chimera
Notable Pro

Notable Contra

Free for academic use.

Source code not available.

Sophisticated structure analysis
capabilities.

Poor structure editing
capabilities.

Outputs 3D graphics files and
animations.

Minimalist user interface.

http://plato.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/

Visualization software: Chemcraft
Notable Pro

Notable Contra

Excellent structure editing
capabilities.

Source code not available.

Dedicated support for
GAMESS, Gaussian and ADF.

Commercial package ($100$200 depending on the license)

Outputs animations and
calculation inputs.

Old school user interface.

http://www.chemcraftprog.com

Unix particulars: vi editor
Most supercomputers have very ascetic installations of Linux – more often than not,
rich editors, such as emacs, would not be available. All Unix systems do, however,
have a bootstrap editor called vi...
:q
i
a
R
<Esc>
:w
/<text>
n
dd
u

quit
insert
append
replace
escape

Quit (leaves vi).
Insert text before the cursor.
Insert text after the cursor.
Overwrite text after the cursor.
Leave insert mode.

write

Write out file.

search
next

Search for text.
Next match on text.

delete line
undo

Delete the current line.
Undo the last command.

Ask a friendly Unix guru to show you how to use vi – this would save you a
considerable amount of time and trouble in all your future dealings with Unix
systems.
http://www.eng.hawaii.edu/Tutor/vi.html

Unix particulars: putty and Exceed

Putty is probably the best ssh client
for Windows in existence. If you are
using Windows, it would be wise to
familiarize yourself with its various
options.

Exceed (with the necessary Exceed 3D
add-on) allows the graphical output of
Unix programs to be displayed under
Windows.
Exceed (but apparently not Exceed 3D)
is site-licensed by the University.

http://connectivity.opentext.com/products/exceed-products.aspx

